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A grid is a fasciagraph
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A rotagraph
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A circular grid is a rotagraph
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Previous work

• Motivated mainly by chemistry, networks security…,

• Polynomial algorithms for combinatorial problems on rotagraphs and
fasciagraphs (Klavžar and Žerovnik 1996, Juvan, Mohar and
Žerovnik 1997, Spalding 1998, Klavžar and Vesel 2003),

• Constant time algorithm for the domination number of grids of fixed
height (Livingston and Stout 1994).



The goal

    Characterize combinatorial problems that can be solved for

fasciagraphs and rotagraphs by a same generic algorithm in

polynomial or constant time for a fixed mixed graph M.



An illustration of our results on a particular case

Minimum identifying codes in circular grids
of fixed height



Identifying code

    A subset C of vertices of a graph G is an identifying code if
the following two conditions are satisfied:

     1) N[v] ∩C ≠ ∅ for all v in V(G) (domination)

     2) N[v]∩C ≠ N[w]∩C for all v ≠ w in V(G) (identification)
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The origin of identifying codes
   Identifying codes were introduced by Karpovsky, Chakrabarty and

Levitin in 1998 to establish a model for a fault detection problem in
multiprocessor systems.



The origin of identifying codes
   Identifying codes were introduced by Karpovsky, Chakrabarty and

Levitin in 1998 to establish a model for a fault detection problem in
multiprocessor systems.

An other application:

 In a museum, motion detectors can be placed in rooms of the museum :

when somebody is in the same room or in adjacent room, the detector call the police.

If the detectors are placed on the vertices of an identifying code of the

underlying graph of the connection between the museums room,

then the police will know if an intruder is in the museum,

and looking at the set of ringing sensors the police will also know in which room

is the thief.



Which graphs do contain an identifying code ?

If G has twins, that is v and w such that
N[v] = N[w] then G has no identifying code

If G has no twins then V(G) is an identifying code !

It is NP-hard to find the minimum cardinality of an
identifying code of a graph
(Cohen, Honkala, Lobstein, Zémor 2001)



Why should it be easier on circular grids of fixed height h?

Locality : an identifying code may be built from partial solutions

Property :

Let G be a circular grid of height h of size n and C be a subset of vertices of G.

C is an identifying code of G

<=> in each subgraph induced by five consecutive columns of G the vertices in the three
central columns are dominated and distinguished by vertices in C.

Necessity :
the vertices on the central
columns have all their
neighbours in these five columns



Why should it be easier on circular grids of fixed height h?

Locality : an identifying code may be built from partial solutions

Property :

Let G be a circular grid of height h of size n and C be a subset of vertices of G.

C is an identifying code of G

<=> in each subgraph induced by five consecutive columns of G the vertices in the three
central columns are dominated and distinguished by vertices in C.

Sufficiency :
Two vertices separated by at
least two columns have no
common neighbour



Auxiliary digraph G for a circular grid of height h

Vertices of G : all possible partial solutions on five columns

Arcs of G : an arc from s to s’ if the 4 last columns of s coincide with the 4 first of s’

Weight of the arc ss’ = the number of vertices of the code in the last column of s’

s s’

w(ss’)=2



The meaning of an arc of G

From an arc ss’ one can extend s to a partial solution 
on 6 columns by adding w(ss’) vertices

s s’

2
=>



More generally :
n-path from s to s’ of weight w in G --> a partial solution on  n+5 columns
                                                                 with w code vertices in the last n columns.

In particular if s=s’, then by identifying the first 5 columns with the last 5, we
obtain an identifying code of the circular h-grid of size n which is of cardinality w.

The meaning of an arc of G



Computing k-circuits of minimum weights

Let
- v1, v2, …, vn be the vertices of G,
- D be the n x n matrix such that
                Dij = w(vivj) if vivj is an arc of G
                      = ∞ otherwise,
We define the product AoB of two nxn-matrices with integer values as

(AoB)ij= Min(Aik+Bkj)

Dk= DoD…oD  is such that (Dk)ij is the minimum weight of a path
                                                                  of k arcs from vi to vj in G.

The minimum on the diagonal of Dk is equal to the minimum
cardinality of an identifying code of the grid of height h and size k.

k

k times



A useful property of D

Theorem : There exist three integers u< p and c such that the sequence

of the powers of D is pseudo-periodic :

           for i>u,  Di+p= Di +cJ

Proof :

- there exists a constant b such that the difference between two
elements of Dk is bounded by b for all k,

- Ao(B + cJ)= (AoB) +cJ,

- pigeon-hole principle.



A constant time algorithm to compute minimum identifying codes
in circular grids of fixed height

• Compute the auxiliary graph G and the distance matrix D associated
to grids of height h (by generating all partial solutions on 5 columns)

• Compute the powers of D until there exist u, p and c such that
Du+p=Du +cJ

• Compute the vector T of length u+p-1 such that Ti is equal to the
minimum on the diagonal of Di

      For any n the minimum cardinality of an identifying code of a
circular grid of height h and size n is equal to

      - Tn if n < u+p

       and else

      - Tu+r+kc  where n=u+kp+r and r < p



More generally
A q-labeling of a graph is a function L from the set of vertices or/and edges
into {1, 2, …, q}.
For a family S of graphs and a property P, we denote by P(S) the set of
q-labelings of graphs in S satisfying P.
R is the set of rotagraphs, RM is the set of rotagraphs based on M, RM,n is the
rotagraph based on M with n fibers.
F is the set of fasciagraphs, FM is the set of fasciagraphs based on M, FM,n is
the fasciagraph based on M with n fibers.

Problem : characterize the properties P of q-labelings of graphs with weight
function wP from P(R) into a totally ordered set E such that
for a fixed mixed graph M, we can find in finite time a closed formula for
computing the minimum weight of a q-labeling in P(RM,n) for any n.



d-locality

A q-labeling property P is d-local if there exists a q-labeling property P’ of
fasciagraphs of size d such that for any q-labeling L of a  rotagraph R in RM :

L is a labeling of R satisfying P

⇔
 the restriction of L on every FM, d contained in R satisfies property P’



Modularity
A d-local q-labeling property P with weight  function w from P(R) into a totally
ordered set E is said to be modular if there exists

- an internal binary operation ⊕ on E such that E is an abelian (Min, ⊕ )-algebra

- a local weight function wloc from the q-labelings of Fd+1 satisfying P’ on the d first
and d last fibers into E

such that for any q-labeling L of a  rotagraph R in P(RM)

      w(L) = ⊕ (wloc(L(FM, d+1)), FM, d+1 contained in R)

A q-property wich is d-local and modular is called a (d, q, w)-property.

E is an abelian (Min, ⊕ )-algebra if :

 (E, ⊕) is an abelian group and

 ⊕ is distributive over Min : a ⊕ (Min(b,c))= Min (a ⊕ b, a ⊕ c) ∀a, b, c ∈ E



The general theorem

Given a (d,q,w)-property P and a mixed graph M, if
- the difference between two optimal partial solutions on fasciagraphs
 of the same size is bounded,
- we know how to check in finite time if a q-labeling is in P(FM,d)
- we know how to compute the weight wloc of a q-labeling in P(FM,d+1)

then we can find in finite time a closed formula for computing the
minimum weight of a q-labeling in P(RM,n) for any n.

Examples of such (d,q,w)-properties :

Dominating set, perfect dominating set, stable set, k-coloring…



The algorithm

• Compute the auxiliary graph G and the distance matrix D by generating all

      q-labelings in P(FM,d),

• Compute the powers of D until there exist u, p and c such that Du+p=Du +cJ,

((DoD)ij= Min(Dik ⊕ Dkj))

• Compute the vector T of length u+p-1 such that Ti is equal to the minimum
on the diagonal of Di

      For any n the minimum cardinality of a q-labeling in P(RM,n) is equal to

      - Tn if n < u+p

        and else

      - Tu+r+kc  where n=u+kp+r and r < p



Similar results

There are similar results for :

- fasciagraphs

- decision problems

- enumeration problems



More on identifying codes

     The generic algorithm is impracticable for large mixed graphs.

     We could however implement it for identifying codes in circular  grids

of height 3.

     In particular we could determine the smallest density of an identifying

code in the infinite strip of height 3.



Infinite strip of height 3

We proved that the following pattern gives the minimum density (7/18<2/5)

The minimum density of an identifying code in the infinite strip of height 3

was believed to be 2/5, obtained by repetitively using the pattern :



Perspectives

• Find more efficient algorithms for particular

    (d, q, w)-optimisation problems.

• Extend the class of problems tractable in rota-
and fasciagraphs.

• Study repetitive structure along graphs different
from a path or a cycle.


